
 
 
 
DATE:  November 8, 2018 
TO:  Prospective Respondents  
FROM:  Pam Paulk, Sr. Procurement Specialist 
SUBJECT: Addendum #3 to Invitation for Bids, IFB #33711 PRARIE CREEK DIVERSION 

STRUCTURE REPLACEMENT 
 
As a result of inquiries, the following clarifications are provided for your information.   
 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: 
 
 
Q.1. Will silt fence be required on both sides of road from CR 234 all the way to work area? 
A.1. Silt fence will be required on both sides of the road only in areas where road 

improvements are needed as determined by the Contractor. 
 

Q.2. On the rip rap and bedding stone there is not a clear spec. I see 18” rip rap, is it to be 
crushed concrete, lime rock or granite. Is bedding stone to be #57 stone? Crushed 
concrete, lime rock or granite? 

A.2. FDOT specs for riprap and bedding stone are referenced on Sheet C6, Notes 3 and 
4.  The spec allows for “broken stone or broken concrete with a bulk specific gravity of at 
least 1.90”.  The gradation criteria is also specified in the FDOT spec. 
 

Q.3. Can trees be mulched onsite? 
A.4. Needs to be approved by the Park Manager, Amy could not reach him by phone. 

 
Q.4. Do we need to provide test lab for testing and cylinders or will district be doing this? 

Wasn’t sure if this was outside of the testing scope. 
A.4. Refer to Sheet S1, Note 11.  The District will retain the services of a testing 

laboratory.  The Contractor shall give at least 24 hours notice for required testing and 
provide access for the laboratory technician to obtain concrete samples, 

 
 

 
 
NOTE:  The Bid Opening remains the same, November 19, 2018 at 2:00 PM. 
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum on the BID FORM provided in the bid package.   
 
If you have any questions, please call me at (386) 329-4469 or e-mail ppaulk@sjrwmd.com. 
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